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July 18 meeting — Garry Barker — the ‘Macman’

our email addresses

for more
Mac news
Garry is an internationally recognised Apple guru, and we are delighted to be
able to share his extensive knowledge of all things Mac, and to hear the latest
news from California. The iPottie is just one of 19 fantastic innovations to come
soon — hear more at this very special meeting...

June 13 meeting — Mac Beginners Workshop

Our feedback from the June workshop meeting was so positive that we have
decided to make similar workshops a regular feature of our program.
The relatively unstructured nature of the session gave members a terrific
opportunity to settle small niggling issues and pick up new skills.
We have, of course, been attentive to your suggestions for improvement, and so
we will adopt an improved format for our next workshop, including:
Having trouble reading
this page?
Make it bigger in
Preview or Adobe
Reader with the
keystroke:

⌘+
or use the magnifying
glass:

•
•
•

setting broad topics for each table, so that you can follow up on particular
interests.
using, if possible, two rooms at the Centre, so that groups are less affected
by conversation at adjoining tables.
bringing more big-screen desktop machines as well as the laptops, to make
participation easier.

And if you have any other suggestions to improve our workshops, drop us a line.
We Intend to hold one every two or three months.

Our next Mac Workshop will be held on August 8, so give this date a
big star in your diary!
Go to contents & news of changes in the way we offer
troubleshooting assistance to members ...
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BMUG Troubleshooting

As the club grows, the committee constantly works on ways to improve our
services to members, and our main focus is always on extending skills and
encouraging the the confidence of members to tackle hardware or software
problems.
As an addition to our very helpful mentor program, we recently published the
new BMUG Troubleshooting Guide which may be downloaded free from our
website. Here is a summary of advice included in it:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Try turning whatever it is, off and on. This often solves the problem.
Restart the computer.
Check out the Help file for the application.
Read up on the issue:
— in the relevant BMUG manual;
— in a software ‘How to do it’ book;
— in the manual that came with the product; or in
— a general manual like David Pogue’s excellent Mac OS X, the Missing
Manual.
Run a maintenance program, like Main Menu.
Consult a Mac Forum or Help site
Carry out a Google search, for example for ‘OS X printer won’t print’.
Contact your retailer. If they sold it, they are responsible for helping to make
it work. Don’t allow them to be slack!
Contact your ISP if you have an internet connection problem. Don’t be
fobbed off with claims that they don’t support Macs. Increasingly, internet
providers are training staff to be Mac-friendly.

If you have tried all of the above, we are
very willing to help by answering
member enquiries by phone or email.
Our particular areas of expertise are
listed on the Troubleshooting
page of the BMUG website.

BMUG
website
email
BMUG

Download the Guide...
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Members WANTED

We are always looking for new members. How about bringing a friend along?
And now that BMUG has a number of member benefits to offer even if people
are unable to actually attend meetings, we are getting more virtual members,
who participate from remote locations. Do you have Macintosh friend who lives
elsewhere, perhaps even interstate? Encourage them to join and take advantage of
the membership benefits listed below...

check out
free web
hosting

Member benefits:
1— members get FREE website hosting!
2 — members get privileged access to AUSOM FirstClass
3 — ‘Getting started’ manuals
4 — club library

BMUG manuals!

As you know, we have recently sent every member a free PDF copy of our
Absoulute Beginners Guide. From now on, all new members will receive a
complimentary copy.
Our latest manual is now available — iPhoto with your Mac. Intended for both
beginner digital photographers, and experienced members alike, this new manual
will help you set up a practical mangement system for editing and retrieving
photographs.
And here is the editor’s rash promise, which no-one has yet managed to take
advantage of... Come on readers, we’d love to hear from you!

check out
BMUG
Manuals

If any member can point out a major omission
or error in a manual, we will not only correct it
immediately , we will give you a revised
copy free!
And finally, could you please email with orders
for manuals before the next meeting, so the Editor
knows how many to print and bind.
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BMUG library & book reports

Many of our members are also iPod users, and though these fascinating toys
— Meccano for grown-ups — are superficially self-explanatory, they offer hidden
depths, and a new library book, The iPod Book, by Scott Kelby, offers many useful
tips.
We all know iPods are something to do with listening to music while travelling,
but they are much, much more, and Scott discusses accessories, using the iPod in
your car, interacting with iTunes — in fact everything you need to know to get
more out of your iPod.
The book’s sub-title says it all:
“Doing cool stuff with the iPod and the iTunes Music Store”

Donate your unwanted books and magazines...

Bring them along to our meeting — they will be a fantastic resource for your
friends at BMUG. It doesn’t matter if they are a bit old, they will still be
appreciated.

Website Assistant
We are still hoping to hear from a potential website assistant. The qualifications Don is looking
for include:
—
—
—

some basic word processing experience;
familiarity with simple graphics management tasks, including use of iPhoto and
Photoshop; and
the motivation to write your own website, perhaps for a hobby, for the family, or for a
club.

What we don’t need is any knowledge of HTML, the weird language traditional websites are written in.
iWeb, the software we use, is much more friendly!
The successful applicant will work in iWeb on BMUG site maintenance and development, and will learn
many skills to apply to their own tasks. They will also then be qualified to act as substitute for Don as
Web master, when he is away from time to time.

To apply, phone or email Don.
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Members’ marketplace — wanted or for sale...
Wanted urgently:

An external hard drive, La Cie D2, or similar,
must be Firewire, must be at least 160 meg.
Contact Peter Collings at:
pcarchitecture@mac.com

Wanted urgently:

An iSight add-on camera, as my Mac does
not have one built-in. Please contact Margaret
Evans at:
inyumba1@bigpond.net.au

And we are always looking for good older iMacs...

Many of our members are running old machines that won’t run OS X. Imagine
how frustrated they become when they are constantly hearing about stuff they
just can’t do!

email Steve with
your advert

If you know someone with an unwanted older machine running OS X that is in
good condition, ask them to email Steve and we will advertise it in this newsletter
for just $5.
Of course members’ adverts are free.
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BMUG mentor program

Presently, the following members are participating in the mentor program, and
we are getting very positive feedback from them:
Alan McGuire — assisted by Cliff Benson
Bruce Murray — David Dixon
Leonie & John Crook — Don Patrick
Gwen Cox — Dick Brown
Carol Wilson — Steve Craddock
Ed Scouller — Dick Brown
Keith Wayth — Ron Begg
Lesley Fox — Steve Craddock
John Druce — Rick Schoff

Are you participating in our formal club mentor program?

A group of highly experienced members are willing to answer your queries over
the phone, by email, and even by attending at your home to give you personal
training sessions.

email Steve
about the
mentor program

Members say the program has given them the confidence to really progress with
their computers.
From our experience so far, may we suggest:
•

if you are using a really old machine, particularly if you are not running
System OS X, we can do little to help you, so consider upgrading. Already
several members have made this move, and they are invariably delighted
with the new opportunities that are available to them.

•

Invest in some handbooks. We highly recommend David Pogue’s Mac OS X,
the Missing Manual and our own BMUG Absolute Beginners manual.

To participate, either as a mentor or as a beginner, sign up at the next meeting,
or phone Steve on 5254 2576. And if you are a virtual member, we can always
offer assistance by phone or email.

BMUG flier

Can you think of a local corner shop, newsagent, or bulletin board where a BMUG
flier might be displayed? We are not talking about computer shops in Geelong or
anywhere similar, the Committee members are looking after big opportunities like
that, but about more local possibilities right in your neighbourhood.
If you can think of a suitable spot, print off the flier on the next page on your
colour printer and ask about displaying it. One of your friends or neighbours
might be interested in receiving one, also. Since last month, our helpful
member Cliff Benson has improved the images on our flier, as you will see.
To print, simply specify print page 7, in either Adobe Reader or Preview.
And let us know by email if you’ve been successful...
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Welcome to
Bellarine
Mac User Group
What do you do with your iPod or Mac ?
We hold informal meetings on the second Wednesday of each month at:

the Ocean Grove Neighbourhood Centre,
91 The Parade, Ocean Grove, starting at 4.00 pm.
And whatever you do with your Mac or your iPod, our group can help.
Someone at BMUG will be able to advise you on any issue, someone will answer your
questions. Our group is very experienced in helping beginners, especially people who
don’t even own an Apple yet.
We also welcome virtual members who can’t make it to meetings, but still enjoy all our
benefits, like free mentoring, and our very helpful colour manuals on Apple topics.
We work hard at being making our workshops practical and entertaining, so don’t worry
if you are totally uninterested in technicalities. BMUG also welcomes your suggestions
for topics.
For more information...
email: info@bellarinemac.org.au
visit our website: www.bellarinemac.org.au
or phone Ron Begg on 5256 2045, or 0411 273 750

This month’s TOP TIP

Have you ever wondered how all the images of windows and screens in the
BMUG manual and other publications are produced?
Well your system software includes a most unexpected secret utility, which
enables you to take a picture of part or all of your screen at any time.
You might be you are looking at a website, and wondering about sending a
picture from it to a friend; you might be contemplating a weird error message,
and wondering how to share it with your mentor; in any situation you can take a
screenshot. Reference books, like OS X: the Missing Manual, contain thousands of
screenshots.
So here’s how do we do it...
Press ⌘ - shift - 4 simultaneously. Your cursor will turn into a cross-hair symbol.
Drag diagonally across the area of screen you want to make an image of, from
top-left to bottom-right, and the area will be highlighted grey. Release the click,
and you will hear a satisfying camera shutter kerplunk sound. Your image of
that grey area has been saved to the desktop, named Picture 1.png, and may be
dragged into an email, saved in a folder; opened in a graphics program; or used
for whatever purpose you have in mind.
Here is a screenshot of some screenshot icons on the desktop:

Sometimes, we simply want to take a screenshot of a window or a dialogue box.
Then, we press ⌘ - shift - 4, as before, but instead of dragging, we just press the
space bar. Now your cursor turns into a camera icon. Drag it so that the correct
window is shaded, and then click. Similarly, the image will be saved to the
desktop.
All the book cover images you see in this
enewsletter are produced by taking a
screenshot of the book cover depicted
in an Amazon window. I simply add
a drop-shadow to them within the
publishing software used for this
newsletter, In Design.
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Well, what would you do?... on the Mac express
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by Don Patrick, 2002, revised July 2007
Out of breath after sprinting from the office I jump aboard the 6.20 pm
commuter express to the rural hinterland, just as it is pulling out of the platform.
I make my way through the moving train going from carriage to carriage until
I reach my usual spot and there, still puffing and panting, I sink into a seat. Ahead
of me, an hour-long non-stop journey home.
All the usual travellers are here, doing the typical things that evening train
commuters seem to do. Some have already become absorbed in their books,
newspapers or magazines, whilst others are busily chatting about their day at
work, discussing the weekend footy or maybe what they are going to do later in
the evening. And of course there are always the customary few happily settling
back for a little bit of shut-eye.
Some of the other passengers are in the throes of opening their brief cases as
they commence to sift through unfinished work or rummage for pens to make
good use of the next 60 minutes thereby perhaps, keeping the boss off their back
next day.
Inevitably of course, there are the inescapable mobile phone addicts, many
engrossed in loud conversations with persons unknown as well as others
frantically pressing buttons in order to send yet another essential SMS message.
Then, naturally there is the iPod and mp3 brigade who are plugging in
headphones and adjusting volumes in an effort to escape into their own world of
Bach, Beatles or whoever for a while. Or who knows, perhaps they are just trying
to escape from the inane chatter of all the mobile phone users?
Finally there are the Laptop users, most of whom are firing up their
computers in order to complete the last spreadsheet of the day or add the final
few paragraphs to a report which has to be handed in first thing in the morning.
Needless to say there are some among this latter group with broad smiles on their
faces, who, having completed the days toil can now afford to engross themselves
with the latest computer game, DVD or perhaps with the right connection, even
wirelessly surf the internet.
By this time I had regained most of my composure and I too reach out for my
trusty MacBook... “#@$«%&ß”` !”
In my haste to catch this wretched train I had left it on my office desk, thus
putting an end to my “going-home-work” for tonight at least. I also realise that I
have forgotten to bring anything to read to help me to while away the time. Thus,
with everyone around me busy or otherwise engaged as already explained, there
is nothing left for me to do but sit back, shut my eyes and listen to the clackity,
clack of the wheels as we speed along the track.
I must have dosed off for a moment, only to be disturbed by one of the laptop
using passengers sitting opposite me who had suddenly begun to let forth with a
tirade of verbal abuse in the direction of his computer.
“Damn and blast!” (or words to that effect) he was saying, “the (so and so)
application just keeps on freezing and I can’t seem to fix it”.
In an instant I am awake and what is more I am immediately consumed by a
rush of inspiration.
I put my hand into my trouser pocket and pull out my car keys, and there,
attached to the key ring is my trusty USB Flash Drive which has been quietly
waiting in anticipation of just such a moment.
“Hey,” I say to my troubled travelling companion “have you tried running
Disk Doctor?”.
“I haven’t got it on this machine,” he replies dejectedly.
“I see your laptop has a couple of USB slots, do you mind if I try to help?” I ask.
“You are most welcome to do anything you like,” he replies, “but hey, what’s
that slick little gadget you are fumbling with?”
“This, my friend, may well hold the answer to your present problem,” I say,
leaning over and plugging the flash drive into one of his vacant ports.
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“Now, just restart while holding down the ‘c’ key” I suggest.
He looks puzzled but does as I said, and faster than you can say “zap the
PRAM” his laptop has restarted from my USB Drive.
“You see,” I tell him, “I have a basic but bootable Mac OS X System folder on
this little beauty. Now, could I get you to open that Utilities folder?”.
I had earlier copied a few necessary Utilities onto the USB Drive for use in
emergencies.
“Now, please double click on Disk Doctor,” I request.
Two minutes later, with his Mac again booted from its own hard drive, my
friend was up and running and so was that dicky application.
Sitting over the other side of the carriage, is a very attractive looking iBook
user who had been quietly watching all these goings-on. This person can now no
longer contain herself.
“Do you mind if I had a look at that nifty little gadget,” she asks.
I pass over the key ring and she carefully inspects the small wonder.
“Very sexy” she says, “is there any way it could help me find a file that I
accidentally erased earlier today”.
“As a matter of fact” I reply, “I do have an application which can find and
recover lost files, would you like me to give it a go?”
“Oh, yes please!” she replies seductvely, handing me a piece of paper with the
words RUDE BYTES written on it, “that’s the name of the file”.
Red faced, I run the search utility and in just a few short moments the file is
safely restored to her desktop.
“Thank you for that my dear friend” she says, “now, if you aren’t busy later
tonight, I have an iMac at home which also has a lost file on it...?”
“Perhaps another time,” I politely reply as I quickly return to my seat.
Word quickly spreads through the carriage and right along the train that there
is a guy on board with a cute gadget hanging from his key chain that can fix a
multitude of computer problems. And, would you believe it, before the journey
ends, that natty little USB Drive of mine has been pressed into service again and
again.
In addition to the two uses described above, my Drive has also :
— Successfully opened a difficult Email attachment (hope it didn’t contain a
Virus!)
— Supplied the telephone number of a local Pizza Restaurant from
someone’s Address Book
— Copied a student’s essay from a PC Laptop to (you guessed it) a
MacBook Pro
— Swapped a list of favourite URL’s with an internet surfing geek
— Run a couple of handy little AppleScripts
— Grabbed a copy of a great freeware application for me to use on my
own computer
— Run a short slide presentation
And last but definitely not least…
Finding myself again sitting next to my RUDE BYTES lady friend, I again
fire up the USB Drive in her iBook and give her a sneak look at a little
anonymous QuickTime Movie which I had downloaded earlier from the
internet and had stored on the drive for use at an appropriate time.
The train finally slows and eventually comes to a stop at our destination and
all the passengers begin getting off.
I leave the carriage, arm in arm with my new friend... I just HAD to help her to
locate that other lost file on her home computer.
The trusty USB Drive in my pocket gives off a cosy warm glow, winks its allseeing little red LED eye and whispers knowingly to itself “well, what would you
do?”…
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Vale, Robert “Bob’ Grant

With the passing of BMUG member Bob Grant, so passed an era. Bob’s
interaction with Macs went back to teaching days, but of more recent times
he proudly acquired an iMac.
He was a bit of a specialist with iMovie and put together several very
impressive movies of his extensive travels. Recently some friends gathered
together at Bob and Judy’s home to view a movie of his travels with son
James, to Egypt. And what a movie it was!
Bob was an very early supporter of our BMUG club, and despite being
very unwell, and needing portable oxygen, he made it under his own
steam to most meetings.
Bob, for those who may not know, was a 1956 Olympian, throwing
the javelin to near record levels at the ‘Friendly Games’. This placed Bob in
a rare position in Australian sports society.
Bob went on to teach for many years at Scotch College in Melbourne and
later at Geelong College. Both institutions greatly valued his contributions
to sport and education in general.
Bob was a ‘farmer’ at Mt Moriac and lived at Highton while at College.
He loved the farming life and had a significant property. He was adept at
all sports and came to love golf very much. He was a member of Barwon
Heads Golf Club for many years and played most competitively, as he did
with everything he tackled.
Bob was a very kind, considerate and helpful man and will be much
missed by all. Bob’s funeral service was attended by many friends and
luminaries. They included the former Victorian Governor, John Landy.
He is survived by his wonderful wife Judy and three fine children.
Ron Begg
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Get to know the members of the BMUG Committee...

Ron Begg, President

Dick Brown, Vice-President

Steve Craddock, Secretary

Graeme May, Treasurer

David Dixon, Librarian

Don Patrick, Webmaster

& Margaret Boyles, Membership
Secretary, who didn’t want
to make the rest of us look
even more old and ugly by
comparison....

Cliff Benson, mentor
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